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To detach the MONITOR from the ARM, 
Press and Hold the BUTTON at the top 
of the DISPLAY-MOUNT and Lift-O� the 
MONITOR from the ARM.

To detach the FRONT-PIVOT from the 
ARM, push forward the CATCH to 
disengage and then Lift-O� the 
FRONT-PIVOT from the ARM.

To remove, use the FINGER-TABS at each 
end to disengage the UPPER-CLIPS of the 
SIDE-PANEL.         

To remove the ARM, push-in the BUTTON 
on the lower (Static-LIMB) ARM and Up-Lift 
the entire ARM from the         BASE- SHAFT.

Mount the LOWER-CLIPS at the bottom of 
the SIDE-PANEL on the GROOVES of each 
LIMB of the ARM. Complete the mounting 
by snapping on the UPPER-CLIPS of the 
SIDE-PANEL.

The MONITOR can be positioned in either 
Landscape or Portrait orientation by simply 
pivoting it 90° in either direction. A lock-out 
feature stops the MONITOR from pivoting 
beyond the limits.

Attaching the side panels

Removing the side panels

Rotating the monitor
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Changing the monitor

Disassembling the arm
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There is a         BUTTON located at the lower 
(Static-LIMB) ARM can be used for rotation 
setting as well. The factory setting is for 360° 
rotation. To set it to 180° rotation, push-in 
the BUTTON on the Right-side of the lower 
(Static-LIMB) ARM.

To switch the arm back to 360° of
rotation press the BUTTON in from the left
side of the lower arm.
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Setting the rotational stop
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Place the BASE �at on the desk-surface
and align it with the table-edge. The ARM
is able to tolerate desk-surfaces that are
not on level ground up to 3.5°.
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Push-in the BUTTON at the top of the BASE-
SHAFT and replace the         BASE-PLASTIC-
SLEEVE and         BASE-METAL-SLEEVE onto 
the         BASE-SHAFT.

Rotate the         SPRING-COMPRESSION-HANDLE 
clockwise if MONITOR is too heavy and 
anti-clockwise if too light. Continue adjusting 
until the MONITOR “hanged” itself at the 
highest-position. The User should be able 
to move the MONITOR to stop at any height 
thereafter. This completes the Spring-Tension 
adjustment.

Ensure the ARM is in the highest-position 
before adjusting the tension.

Push the         SPRING-COMPRESSION-
HANDLE back into its stowed position.

Route the cables around the hooks on 
both sides of the lower (Static-LIMB) 
and upper (Dynamic-LIMB) ARM. 
Ensure su�cient “free-hanging” cable 
below the MONITOR and between the 
LIMBS to enable full movement in all 
positions.

Slide the CLIP of the FRONT-PIVOT into 
the opening SLOT of the ARM.

To mount the ARM to the BASE assembly 
(with or without USB-HUB, push-in the 
BUTTON at the top of the        BASE- SHAFT 
and slide the ARM down the 
         BASE-SHAFT.

Screw the DISPLAY-MOUNT onto the rear 
of the MONITOR. The  DISPLAY-MOUNT 
accommodates both 75mm and 100mm 
VESA hole-spacing.

To mount the MONITOR, slide the 
DISPLAY-MOUNT down the FRONT-PIVOT 
till it clicks.

Pull the         SPRING-COMPRESSION-HANDLE 
outward from its stowed position in the 
upper (Dynamic-LIMB) ARM.
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Push-in the BUTTON at the top of the 
BASE- SHAFT and remove the 
         BASE-PLASTIC-SLEEVE and 
         BASE-METAL-SLEEVE from the 
         BASE- SHAFT.

Tighten the CLAMP to the desk by hand
winding the         HANDWHEEL in an 
anti-clockwise direction. Alternatively for 
multiple installations, user may use a battery 
screwdriver with a 5mm hex bit. Ensure the 
driver is on a low torque setting.
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Adjusting the spring tension
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Installing the base

To install the TM Monitor Arm you will need the following parts:

BASE

CLAMP

    

USB-HUB (OPTIONAL)

   

ARM 

Please note that all user interface parts are coloured light grey for easy identi�cation.
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To save time when installing large 
quantities, the         INDICATOR in the upper 
(Dynamic-LIMB) ARM can be used as a 
guide for the required tension. 
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Attach the CLAMP to the BASE  underneath
the desk. For thinner desk mount the pins
in the top holes and for thicker desk
mount them in the lower holes. 
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Mounting the monitor
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Push-in the BUTTON at the top of the BASE-
SHAFT and slide the USB-HUB down the 
        BASE-SHAFT Tabs beneath the USB-HUB 
will align itself with the         BASE-PLATE.
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